PATROL NAME: _________________ TROOP #______
SCORE: ______ of out 140

NORTH VALLEY DISTRICT
2013 FIRST AID MEET
Skateboard Accident Scenario
Scenario: A 13 year old scout from your troop is skateboarding to the troop’s meeting at
the Scout Cabin at 1 Eagle Way. Upon approaching the curb, he attempts to jump
onto the sidewalk and fails to make the jump. The scout falls and is now screaming in
pain. The scout’s left leg (half way between the ankle and knee) is swollen and slightly
deformed. A scout has his cell phone and calls the local emergency number.
ACTION TAKEN
SAFETY
1. Scouts say they have medical gloves on or do have them
on.
CALLING FOR HELP
1. The Scout tells what happened
a. 13 year old male
b. Fell while skateboarding
c. Male has a possible broken lower left leg
2. The Scout explains what is being done to the victim
3. The scout gives the location as the Scout Cabin
4. The scout gives the address as 1 Eagle Way
TREATMENT FOR BROKEN LEG
1. Splint in position found.
2. CORRECT SIZE OF SPLINT
a. Splint #1 reaches from the middle of the thigh to
past the heel.
b. Splint #2 reaches from the middle of the thigh to
past the heel.
3. CORRECT NUMBER OF SPLINTS
a. Splint on the left side of left leg
b. Splint on the right side of the left leg
3. NUMBER OF CRAVATS USED
At least 4 Cravats used, located correctly, & ends tucked in
a. Cravat #1-located below the break
b. Cravat #1-ends tucked in
c. Cravat #2-located below the break
d. Cravat #2-ends tucked in
e. Cravat #3-located above the break
f. Cravat #3-ends tucked in
g. Cravat #4-located above the break
h. Cravat #4-ends tucked in
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4. Padding used to fill in voids, if necessary
5. Pulse or capillary refill is checked after splinting.
(Patrol Leader may just verbalize that this has been
done)
6. Person is asked to wiggle the toes or asked if they can
feel the person touching their toes.
7. While splinting, the patrol does not move the leg at
all
TREATMENT FOR SHOCK
1. Keep the victim warm by covering with a blanket.
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JUDGE’S NAME (PRINT): ________________________
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